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ABSTRACT 
 

On a boundary XXI of century two sights on achievement and status of 
modern cosmology - Standard Model (of Extending Universe) are possible, at 
least. 

 # Self-calmed, not critical can be expressed, for example,  by  opinions: 
“That was an ingenious hypothesis of A.A. Fridman in 1922 - 1924  years., 

that appeared in works of Gamov 1946. and his  followers, - all this complex 
of the speculative assumptions has turned to the monolithic theory confirmed 
by supervisio observations, marked by the Nobel Prize...” and etc. 
[Zeldovich, Einasto, 1981]. 

“Cosmology (of Extending Universe) became a respectable science” 
[Veinberg, 1981]. 

“The opening of the extending Universe was one of great intellectual 
revolutions of the twentieth century”. [Hoking, 1990]. 

 # A critical, alternative sight on ability of Standard model to solve real 
problems and sensations, connected to it, can (extreme briefly) be transferred  
by the name of one of works: “In a presentiment of revolution in sciences 
about the Universe” [Chechelnitsky, 1988, 1999]. 

Time and the new researches of Third millenium will show validity of 
expectations of astrophysicians and cosmologists, creating in leaving century. 

 



STANDARD MODEL  OF  UNIVERSE 
(OF  COSMOLOGY). 

CREATION (GENESIS) - ON - SCIENTIFIC 
 
       The modern science draws grandiose picture, amazing imagination, of occurrence 

of the universe, of  the environmental us world. It, basically, - fruit of efforts of great 
thinkers, theorists - cosmologists restless ХХ of Century. 

       It is and still difficult to get rid of sensation, that this majestic picture represents 
in something some paraphrase of already known for mankinds plots,  borrowed from 
great mythological and religious systems of the past.  

      Most known of them is submitted in the Book of the books - Bible and begins by 
words: “In the Beginning the God the Sky and Earth has created...”     

       The author of this plot of creation (Genesis), generally speaking, to science (Bib-
listics) be not known (can, is was  Moses).  Theologists assert, that this picture God  has 
drew. 

       It is interesting, that, despite of an abundance of art illustrations to  Bible plots 
(we shall recollect the artists –giants of Renessance), practically there are no illustrations 
to the act of Creation (Genesis). Really, it is very difficult for presenting, especially - to 
represent. 

The standard science makes it today safely and confidently. 
Let in the outline, symbolical form, but in support,apparently, of indisputable 

arguments. 
Nowadays Concept of the Extending Universe is a Symbol of faith of overwhelming 

number of  cosmologists - theorists. Only it also is taught at all universities of the world. 
It that in Philosophy of a Science refers to as prevailing Paradigma (in translation with 
Greek paradigma - example, sample). 

And still it is necessary to recollect one maxim, which in the playful form is known to 
astrophysicians, having advanced critical reflexy: “Cosmologists never doubt, but 
frequently are mistaken”. 

It is clear, that this idea is popular more in environment of astrophysicians - 
observers, which compare conceptual models with  sobering reality, than among the 
theorists - cosmologists, which, frequently, “exhaust them from a finger”, at the best, 
receive from the equations. 

The author, being theorist, well represents, as it is made. Here we shall undertake 
extremely difficult, and main, - ungrateful task - to be the objective opponent of 
Standard Model of  modern  cosmology. 

And not because by virtue of any aesthetic criteria it to us  not like. That is why, that 
it  simply does not work at collision with a plenty arising in astrophysics and cosmology  
of problems. 

As there is noticed  Heksly: “The most beautiful theories perish,  tormented  by the 
ugly facts”.       



 
ON  WAYS  TO  GREAT  SYNTHESIS 

 
On this way we by all means should meet system of representations, which 

we name by of the Wave Universe Concept (WU Concept). 
But in detail we here shall not speak about it. Our attention will involve  

the Critical analysis of Cosmology ХХ of Century. 
 # Arguments and facts (of observations and experiments). 
 # Call of Problems. 
Thus, though there is an alternative concept of system of representations -  

of the Wave Universe Concept, in which the majority of really arising 
problems find the decision, we shall present here objective, the conceptually 
independent analysis developing to the end ХХ of Century of a situation in  
cosmology, basing, basically, on the observant data. 

Certainly, we do not hide, that they were noticed, selected, received with 
the help of this alternative system of representations. 

 



CHILDREN'S QUESTIONS 
 
Looking on a so grandiose picture of Creation of the Universe it is 

the time of the following children's question (usually they it appear by 
most fundamental): 

Whence all of you know it? 
Rather frequently you receive the answer in style: "So spoke Zara-

tustra". 
So the great authorities of cosmology - Einstein, Fridman, Lametr,  

Eddington, Dins, Hoking,Veinberg and many others speak. 
Modern Cosmology in this sense, frequently, reminds, for example, 

Coran with standard sending: "He (Allah) has told". And further there 
is known or again borne, basically, a theoretical gamble on urgent 
(including - and observant) theme. 

We shall try, whenever possible, precisely to share the accumulated 
information into two, generally speaking, independent of a complex: 

# What we really see (in observations)? 
# That we think about that we see? 
 



EXTENDING  UNIVERSE. 
The observant bases. 
Postulates and realities 
 
 
 

It is considered, that convincing, decisive, Fundamental observant basis of 
the concept of the Extending universe is the Habble Law. 

 



EXTENDING  UNIVERSE. 
THE OBSERVANT BASES.  
POSTULATES And REALITIES 

 
       It is considered, that convincing, decisive, fundamental observant basis of the concept 
of the Extending universe the Habble Law is. A general  place is the following statement (it  
roves with small variations from one review of Standard Model in another) (see, for 
example, Longair, 1984):  
Longair M. Astrophysics of high energies, М, World, 1984 pages 198 
" … Expansion of the Universe 
     ... Passing to the largest scales, we come nearer to the sizes of the  Universe. In 
present period Universe is in a condition of homogeneous expansion. An empirical basis of 
the theory of the extending Universe is the Habble Law, establishing  linear dependence 
between distance d = r, on which there is a galaxy, and  velocity of its removing  v: 

v = Hr 
Here Н -  the Habble constant. 
       There is some divergence in a question on its exact  value… " 
       Actually, with use of spectral measurements at the end we see only redshift   z (shift of 
lines of hydrogen, ionized elements, etc.) and on the basis of it we build far-reaching 
conclusions and representations. 
 

The extending universe. Postulates 
       The central item of the concept of the Extending universe is the following assumption, 
hypothesis, postulate. We shall name it 
 
Scattering  (Translation) of galaxies. 
Postulate (of  Slifer, Eddington),  Habble -  Doppler 
 # The observable redshifts z of  celestial bodies (galaxies) are caused by Doppler Effect 
because of movement, moving (translation of the centre of inertia) -  removing of their 
(galaxies) on a direction of a ray of sight. 
 # The  velocity (movement) of  removing, translation v is equal 

v = cz, (z = v/c), 
     Where c - velocity of light. 

The role of this Postulate is difficult for overcosting [see, for example, Peebls, 1975]: 
Whether ... The Universe extends? In a basis almost all cosmological of the theories: 
evaluting, stationary and other - the fact lays, that the far galaxies leave with  velocity 

v = Hd (d = 2l) 
 
The wave Universe. Arguments 

      The antithesis of this Postulate (Slifer) Habble- Doppler is completely another - 
alternative statement of the Concept of the Wave Universe. We shall result it only as the 
provoking “information  for  reflection”. 
The  suggestion: Is not present  of  scattering (translation) of galaxies   
[Chechelnitsky, 1986, 1999]. 
 # The nature of redshifts of celestial systems (galaxies, quasars) is connected not (so 
much) to their moving, removing  from the observer (translation of their centre of inertia), 
how many has internal - endogenic an origin and is connected to dynamics  of processes 
proceeding inside celestial  systems (of galaxies, quasars). 
 # Thus the redshift  z and (endogenic) real  velocities v are connected by a  relation 



z = (v/c) 2 
      Thus, as against real  velocity  v it is necessary to consider velocity  v (and to name) as 
formal velocity. 
       It is interesting to note, that itself   Habble  (long) did not trust, that the galaxies run up. 
       But if actually is not seen of transmitting movement of galaxies – their scattering by 
virtue of Doppler effect, what remains from the concept of the Extending universe, 
existence of a singular point - Beginning of Creation Ex Nihilo (From anything)? 
 

STANDARD MODEL Of   EXTENDING  UNIVERSE. 
AGE  Of  UNIVERSE 
( SHORT OR  LONG TIME SCALE?) 

 
      The evolution of  values  Н is an aspiration to perfection, to true? 
       Is a result of pressure of real problems, first of all, problems of Age of the universe, its 
components faster. 
 
 
       Can seem (and so nowadays consider,  that this sequence H reflects progress, growth of 
accuracy in definition H from early erroneous - up to modern true. 
     Actually situation looks paradoxical:  
     All these H, generally speaking,  are correct! Simply they concern to different objects. 
      So paradoxical estimations of Age of the Universe are correct:  
     For example,  Habble Definition on galaxies of Local group  

H = 530 кмs-1Mpc-1 gives " Age of the Universe " all t = 1.85109 years - less age of the Earth t = 
4.55109 years. 

 
And now I offer to lead one, " only one  correct ", "true" straight Habble line on this diagram of m-z 
quasars from the Catalogue Hewitt - Burbidge. 
 
Consequence of  such unsuccessful attempts and other arguments is the following 
statement. 
Suggestion [Chechelnitsky, 1986, 1999]. 
 # Uncertainty, mismatch in definition of a Habble constant  Н (so, within the framework of 
Standard model 
- And received age of the Universe) 
Is, generally speaking 
   Not the lacks, costs of observant methods (controllable insignificant mistakes, certainly, 
exist). 
   It - principle defect of the theory, modelling representations, interpretation of the 
observant data. It - one of displays  none-adequantness of representations of Standard 
model - Extending Universe. 
 

ATOM And UNIVERSE. 
TIME of LIFE 

 
 

 
 



      Once, after our extreme brief statement of a paradoxicality of a so inconsistent picture of funda-
mental  ages, when "All" Universe is characterized by Time of life  
(Age) about tU 15109 years,  
and atoms (proton) P 1031 years,  

    the next explanation of Standard model has followed: 
       Though "All" universe and proton were born simultaneously at the initial moment of Big Bang, 
(atoms) the proton will exist P 1032 - here again there is no contradiction (12). 
      Actually contradiction, conceptual  discomfort in standard model continues to exist. 
      You see the problem of the Future - Destiny "of All" Universe in Standard model is devoted 
huge amount of works. 
       Whether it will live not for long and  will clap in Big Cranch? 
      It is logical to make of comparison of estimations of life of atoms (protons) and "All" Universe a 
conclusion: "all" Universe should live, at least, so much, how many atoms (protons) of 1032. 
      What for modern cosmologists build the, speculative mathematical conclusions, try to determine  
average density of Universe, to solve a problem of a dark matter, to find out, what the nature of the 
Universe - "is open" or it "is closed", or cyclically renews the century, when the answer is clear 
practically a'priori: "all" Universe will exist practically indefinitely, at least, P 1032 years? 

 
MEGAQUANTUM EFFECTS IN UNIVERSE. 
QUANTIZATION of REDSHIFTS  

 
Nature of redshifts, galaxies, quasars: 
The reason - expansion of the Universe (scattering of galaxies) or... 
endogenic processes? 

 
 # Galactic and  out-galactic radioastronomy, М., World, 1976 pages 557 
С. von Horner 
The metrics 
 
      It is usually considered, that the Universe is filled certain material "substrat" (substance, 
in regular intervals smeared on volume, and radiation), which extends together with the 
Universe and has no  pecular movement. Accompanying the observer, staying in relation to 
environmental him  substrat refers to as. 
      The expansion included in  coefficients  gv, so the spatial coordinates automatically 
become accompanying. For simplification and in the consent with our limited observant 
data it is usual postulated, that the Universe is spatially homogeneous and isotropic.  
Agrees to Shura’s lemma, from   isotropy uniformity, but not on the contrary always follows. 
The Veil’s postulate says: 
 
      If to remain within the framework of the concept of the Extending Universe, but to take 
into account the conclusive fact 
- Presence  of histosramms with non-uniform distribution of galaxies and quasars on 
redshift  z, 
- Quantization of redshifts, 

It is necessary to recognize that the following: 
 # On a way of expansion of the Universe periodically occur grandiose birthes- suddenly 
and sharply there is a plenty of objects - galaxies and quasars. Why it occurs - nobody 
knows. 



 # The Universe appears layered – belt of a plenty of galaxies and quasars are shared by 
intervals practically of empty space - Voids (Emptiness). 
 # Thus the concept of the Extending Universe anything intelligible can not tell why on such 
z (instead of on others) there is "birth". 
 # The exact quantitative indications and forecasts in general are outside of sphere of the 
concept of the speculative theories. 
 

The justified Forecasts (Concept of the Wave Universe) 
 
 
 

BARRIER of SPEED of LIGHT. 
" a GREAT WALL " SPEEDS of LIGHT 

 
Barrier of Horizon 

 
The monsters of Cosmology. 
 Monsterous Models of Inflation 

 
"BONDED AREA"  
FOR THEORETICAL GAMBLE. 
LAST NEWS 

 
 
      As the extreme opening under the astrophysical literature and popular editions passes news: 
" The Universe extends with acceleration! " 
     This conclusion is done that the objects (supernew Ia), laying above Habble line on the diagram 
m - z are observed. 
This is work of  collaboration  Supernova Cosmological Project. 
 # And I shall show you, for example, earlier result 
Wampler, 
Here objects lay below than Habble line on the diagram m-z. 
From this with the same success it is possible to conclude: 
" The universe is compressed with acceleration! " 
Actually (as was shown above), for example, through set of points  of quasars (from the catalogue 
Hewitt and Burbidge) it is possible to lead a Habble line and you can find out objects both above 
and lower of the Habble line. 
 

the "FORBIDDEN" COMMUNITIES  
GALAXIES And QUASARS 

 
 

PHENOMENA " PECULAR of SPEEDS ", 
HUGE OBJECTS Of UNIVERSE 

 
      Admitted, lawful  velocities of objects in the Universe are, generally speaking (from the 
point of view of Standard model - Extending Universe), only " Habble of  velocities" (given 
by the Habble Law). The observers nowadays fix for a number of objects huge surpluses of  
velocities in relation to "  Habble flow " of  velocities [see, for example,…]. It is necessary 



"to get out" and (not breaking the instructions prevailing paradigma) to carry out these sur-
pluses of  velocities on department " pecular of  velocities". 
       By and large, in the Sky the extremely large objects, generally speaking, not 
compatible with the Habble Law, but recently attracting the increasing attention of astro-
phycianses are shown. It is such objects as a supercluster  Hidra-Кентавр, supercluster  
the Peacock - Indian, it is ((possible) Great Attractor. 
      Without dependence from words (theory), with which the such observant data are 
interpreted, observant  cosmology goes to the future to the real Universe which has been 
not limited to the dogmatic instructions of the prevailing theory. 
       It is interesting to note, that as the tool of definition of distances thus the relation of 
Tully - Fisher (instead of Habble Law) is used. 
 

DISTURBING PROBLEMS. 
THE SEARCH PROCEEDS 

 
      Above we tried to show (here on is compelled the limited material) why a majestic 
picture of an origin of the Universe causes pushing away. Certainly, not because it is ugly, 
or is aesthetically unacceptable. Main: - it does not solve real problems arising before 
astrophysics and cosmology. 
[ Galactic and out- galactic radioastronomy, М., World, 1976 
Page 548.C von Horner] 
" … Cosmology 
       Task  of Cosmology is the description of the Universe as whole in the assumption, that 
this concept has the certain sense.  
 
Separate objects - 
       In  cosmology the basic emphasis is done usually not on separate objects, and on 
metric structure of space - time, and also on average value of density of substance, 
radiation and energy, its change in due course and possible  spatial fluctuations.  
      Unfortunately, down to the present time  cosmology remained the only theoretical 
science having the only rather remote attitude to the observant data; many results of 
radioastronomical supervision have got cosmological meaning (importance) only in 
connection with some optical observations; all newest opening in  cosmology invariable 
appeared on verifying  erroneous …" 
        There is a set of other real problems, which are not compatible to Standard model. 
      Certainly, it is possible to continue to ignore them, sweeping up them under a carpet. 
Actually, while and occurs. 
      It is possible tens time, that refers to as to seize by a hand of adepts of Big Bang, 
Model of the extending Universe, Inflationary Universe. But the session of mass hypnosis 
proceeds... Why? 
       It is a very interesting question, in many respects laying outside of arguments and 
facts. The answer to it passes, in particular,  also from   department of Philosophy of a 
science. And all this problem deserves the special, deep discussion. 
       One aspect all of us shall mention. 
       If after all available set of paradoxes, contradicting facts, crying  inequalities we 
continue  sacrally to trust in infallibility of the usual dogma - the Scattering Universe, we 
deal, actually, not with a Science, and with not by the best variant of medieval religion,say, 
in spirit of  Tertulian: I believe, for it is absurd. 
 



Post Scriptum 
 
       Taking into account circumstances, in which there is our message, it is very important 
to make the following remark. There is a tradition, when some opponents of a science and 
free-thinking very  attentively  listen to critical processes occurring in the  science, carefully 
mark mistakes and contradictions and with enthusiasm use them against natural aspiration 
of the man to objective knowledge, to true. 
       Certainly, proceeding from freedom of a word would be silly somehow to forbid to do it. 
       But from our party pertinent will note specially following: 
       Everything, that was spoken here by us, was not directed against the present science, 
which, actually, and means - search of objective true. 
       It - only arguments and facts for a Science XXI of Century, Cosmology  of  future  mil-
lenium. 
       For those for whom the opinion of authorities is important, we shall result usual 
recently partial "enlightenment" of  C. Hoking: 
 
Hoking C. From the Large Explosion,  page 50 
       Now almost everyone consider,  that the Universe has arisen in the special point of the 
Large Explosion. 
       On irony of destiny mine  the representations have changed, and now I try to convince 
physicians,  that actually at origin of the Universe of any special point was not. In the 
following chapters I shall show, that at the account of quantum effects singularity  can 
disappear. 
 
Hoking C. From the Large Explosion,  page 116 
      I consider,  that the new model of inflating as the scientific theory is already dead, in 
spite of the fact that many, apparently, did not hear about its  death and continue to write 
clauses, as though this model is still viable. 
 

 


